Complete Feet® BOLT-ON  
(for left footplate)

1. Place template on the wheelchair footplate in the desired position.

2. Drill two 5/16” holes using the template provided.

3. Screw two ¼” x 1 ¼” or ¼” x 1” bolts (included) (depending on the size of footplate) from the bottom of the footplate into the Complete Feet® base.
Complete Feet® BOLT-ON
(for right footplate)

1. Place template on the wheelchair footplate in the desired position.

2. Drill two 5/16” holes using the template provided.

3. Screw two ¼” x 1 ¼” or ¼” x 1” bolts (included) (depending on the size of footplate) from the bottom of the footplate into the Complete Feet® base.